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 DICTIONARIES
 
Wyld, Henry Cecil Kennedy Univeisal
dictionary of the English language, a
new and original compilation giving all
pronunciations in simplified and in more
exact phonetic notations, extensive ety-
mologies, definitions, the latest accepted
words in scientific, technical, and gen-
eral use,with copious illustrative phrases,
and colloquialisms Lond, Routledge,
N Y, Button, 1932 1431p 30cm 42s ,
$10 50	423
A good modem dictionary of medium size planned to
stand midway between small works such as the Con-
cise Oxford dictionary and large one-volume works such
as the New international and the New standard, though
differing from these last in being a dictionary of
words only and not of encyclopedic information For
each word gives (1) part of speecn (2) pronunciation
in two respellings, popular and scientific, (3) etymology
and history (4) definition and status in modern usage,
frequently with illustrative phrase Illustrative quota-
tions are not generally given except for words used with
peculiar meaning, e g , in poetry, for which some illus-
trative quotations are given Gives variant pronuncia-
tions, placing the English pronunciation first but not-
ing the American also Marks hyphemzation of com-
pound words, but does not indicate syllabication
For review by Otto Jespersen see Engh&h Studies
15 43-4o, February 1933
Abbreviations
Rogers, Walter Thomas Dictionary of
abbreviations (being citations of those
terms used in the professions, sport and
trades) Lond, Allen, NY, Macrmllan,
1913. 205p , 149p 20crn	421 8
Contains two different lists, paged sepaiately (1)
General abbreviations, (2) Legal abbreviations The
second list is a reprint of C C Soule's Abbreviations
used in law books
Abbreviations are also included freely
in the Century dictionary and Webster's
new international, in their proper alpha-
betical places throughout the mam vocabu-
lary, and in the New Standard in one list
under the woid Abbreviations They are
also given, though less freely, in Muiray's
dictionary
Etymology
For the etymology of the English lan-
guage the best authonty is Munay's New
English dictionary Smaller works are:
 Skeat, Walter William. Etymological
dictionary of the English language New
ed , lev and enl [4th ed ] Ox , Claiendon
pr, 1910 780p 26cm 42s , $14	422
Contents (1) Dictionary, (2) Appendix List of
prefixes, Suffixes, List of homonyms, List of doublets,
List of mdogermamc roots, Distribution of words ac-
cording to languages from which they are derived
— Concise etymological dictionary of
the English language New and cor imp
Ox, Clarendon pr, 1911 663p 19cm
6s , $2	422
Weekley, Ernest Etymological diction-
ary of modern English Lond , Muriay,
N Y, Button, 1921 1659col 25cm. 42s ;
$10 25	422
Popular work, for the general reader rather than the
specialist
Idioms, iisageg etc,
Fowler, Henry Watson. Dictionary of
modern English usage	Ox, Claren-
don pr, 1926 742p  19cm 7s 6d , $3 25
4283
Vizetelly, Francis Horace, and De Bek-
ker, L J Desk-book of idioms and idio-
matic phiases in English speech and liter-
ature NY, Funk, 1923 498p 17cm
(Standard desk-book series) $2 50 423 1
Obsolete
Smaller dictionaiies of unusual, obso-
lete and provincial words are often use-
ful for additional instances and quota-
tions and for incidental information
about local customs, observances, etc,
even though most or all of the words in
such dictionaries are now included in
the large works of Muriay and Wright
The following aie the best known dic-
tionaries of this type:
Halliwell-Phillips, James Orchard Dic-
tionary of archaic and provincial words,
obsolete phrases, proverbs, and ancient
customs from the 14th century 13th ed
Lond , Routledge, 1889 2v 23cm 427
1st ed   1847    Frequently reprinted  without change
Nares, Robert. Glossaiy of words,
phrases, names, and allusions in the
works of English authors, particulaily

